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List Decoding of the First-Order Binary Reed–Muller Codes I. I. Dumera1 , G.A. Kabatianskyb2 , and C. Tavernierc3 a



University of California, Riverside, CA, USA [email protected] b Kharkevich Institute for Information Transmission Problems, RAS, Moscow [email protected] c THALES Communications, Colombes, France [email protected] Received May 15, 2007 Abstract—A list decoding algorithm is designed for the first-order binary Reed–Muller codes n of length n that reconstructs all codewords located within the ball of radius (1 − ε) about the 2 received vector and has the complexity of O(n ln2 (min{ε−2 , n})) binary operations. DOI: 10.1134/S0032946007030052



1. INTRODUCTION Consider an n-dimensional binary Hamming space B n , which is the set of all words a = (a1 , . . . , an ) of length n over the alphabet B = {0, 1} with the pairwise Hamming distance d(a, b) defined as the number of positions in which these words (vectors) a and b differ. Thus, d(a, b) = n 



δ(ai , bi ), where δ(α, β) = 1 if α = β and δ(α, β) = 0 otherwise.



i=1



Binary first-order Reed–Muller codes RM (1, m) have length n = 2m and consist of the words c = (. . . , c(x1 , . . . , xm ), . . .), where c(x1 , . . . , xm ) = c1 x1 + . . . + cm xm + c0 is a linear Boolean function, and (x1 , . . . , xm ) runs over all 2m points of the m-dimensional Boolean cube {0, 1}m ; see [1]. It is well known that RM (1, m) is an optimal code which consists of 2n codewords and has code distance d = n/2. The Green algorithm (also called the Green machine) is the most well-known decoding algorithm for codes RM (1, m); see [1]. The algorithm is based on the fast Hadamard transform, which allows to find the Hamming distances from the received vector to all 2n codewords in O(n ln2 n) binary operations. By sorting these distances in the ascending order (which does not change the overall complexity order), one can either perform the maximum likelihood decoding, which finds the codeword closest to the received vector, or execute list decoding of any radius T , which reconstructs all codewords located within distance T from the received vector. One important particular case of list decoding, more commonly referred to as “bounded d − 1



distance decoding,” corresponds to the radius T = . For codes RM (1, m), such a decoding 2 has complexity O(n); see [2]. We also mention the algorithm of [3], which performs list decoding for Reed–Muller codes of an arbitrary order s with complexity O(n3 ), but for s = 1 has a decoding 1 2 3
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radius bounded by 0.586d. Therefore, this algorithm is even more complex than the simple exhaustive search algorithm (which has complexity O(n2 ) regardless of the decoding radius). In [4], the first deterministic list decoding algorithm for codes RM (1, m) was designed, which has decoding radius T = (1 − ε)d and linear-in-n complexity O(nε−3 ). Of special note is the probabilistic list decoding algorithm of codes RM (1, m) designed in [5]. Being probabilistic, this algorithm admits decoding errors. Namely, it can accept a codeword that is too far from the received vector and can also miss an acceptable candidate which is sufficiently close to the received vector. Let Pe denote the corresponding error probability. Given any decoding radius T = (1 − ε)d, the algorithm has complexity that is polynomial in ln n, ε−1 , and ln(Pe−1 ); for brief, this is denoted by poly(ln n, ε−1 , ln(Pe−1 )). The fact that the algorithm has very low complexity order of poly(log n) as a function of n, instead of the commonly known order of poly(n), can partially be explained by its acceptance of decoding errors (see Section 5). In this paper, our goal is to design a deterministic list decoding algorithm that can reconstruct all codewords of the first-order Reed–Muller codes located in the ball of radius T = (1 − ε)d about the received vector and can perform this task with complexity order of O(n ln2 (min{ε−2 , n})) binary operations. In this way, both the Green algorithm and the bounded distance decoding of [2] are two particular cases of the new algorithm obtained if ln(ε−1 ) = O(ln n) and ε > 1/2, respectively. 2. DETERMINISTIC ALGORITHM OF LIST DECODING FOR THE FIRST-ORDER REED–MULLER CODES Recall that, according to the definition [6], list decoding with (decoding) radius T outputs the list LT,C (y) = {c ∈ C : d(y, c) ≤ T } of all codewords of a code C located within distance T to the received vector y. Let d(C) denote the minimum distance of C. The following Johnson upper bound on the list size will be helpful in the following (see [7] for a simple proof of this bound over an arbitrary alphabet). Proposition 1. Any code C satisfies the inequality |LT,C (y)| ≤



d(C) , d(C) − 2n−1 T (n − T )



(1)



provided that T ≤ n/2 and the denominator of the right-hand side is positive. In this paper (except for Section 5), we only consider list decoding for codes RM (1, m) with decoding radius T = (1 − ε)d, where ε > 0. The corresponding list is denoted by Lε;m(y): Lε;m(y) = {c ∈ RM (1, m) : d(y, c) ≤ (1 − ε)d}. It follows from Proposition 1 that



(2)



|Lε;m (y)| ≤ ε−2 ,



(3)



so that the list size does not exceed ε−2 regardless of the length of the code RM (1, m). Note that for any ε > 0, the list size does not exceed n, since the codewords c and c ⊕ 1 never both belong to the list. Thus, |Lε;m (y)| ≤ min{ε−2 , n}. (4) Given an arbitrary linear Boolean function c(x1 , . . . , xm ) = c1 x1 + . . . + cm xm + c0 , we define its jth prefix as the function c(j) (x1 , . . . , xj ) = c1 x1 + . . . + cj xj ; in turn, the function c(x1 , . . . , xm ) (j) is called the extension of the prefix c(j) (x1 , . . . , xj ). Let Lε;m (y) denote the list of the jth prefixes of all functions c(x1 , . . . , xm ) ∈ Lε;m(y). Our algorithm works recursively by finding in Step j its (j) (j) own list Lε;m (y), which contains the list Lε;m (y) but can possibly contain some other prefixes. The PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
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key part of our algorithm is a lower bound on the Hamming distance between the received vector y and any function c(x1 , . . . , xm ) = c(j) (x1 , . . . , xj ) + cj+1 xj+1 + . . . + cm xm + c0 that extends a given prefix c(j) (x1 , . . . , xj ). With the help of this bound, we formulate the sum criterion, which “filters out” some apparently wrong candidates, and as a result makes the generated lists have a sufficiently small size (no greater than ε−2 ) for all j. Given an m-dimensional cube {0, 1}m , we consider its j-dimensional faces Sa = {(x1 , . . . , xj , aj+1 , . . . , am )}, where the variables x1 , . . . , xj take arbitrary values (and form all 2j j-dimensional binary vectors), whereas the variables xj+1 = aj+1 , . . . , xm = am are fixed; in this case the vector a = (aj+1 , . . . , am ) will be called the face “number.” Given any functions f and g (also considered as vectors), let d(f, g | Sa) denote the Hamming distance between their restrictions onto some j-dimensional faces Sa: d(f, g | Sa) =







δ(f (x), g(x)).



x∈Sa



Obviously,







d(f, g) =



d(f, g | Sa).



(5)



a∈{0,1}m−j



Let c(x1 , . . . , xm ) be an arbitrary linear Boolean function, and let c(j) = c1 x1 + . . . + cj xj be its jth prefix. The restriction of c(x1 , . . . , xm ) onto any j-dimensional face Sa equals c(j) (x1 , . . . , xj ) + ca, where ca = cj+1 a1 + . . . + cm am−j + c0 ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, for any (received) vector y, d(y, c | Sa ) ≥ ∆(y, c(j) | Sa),



(6)



where we use the definition 







∆(f, g | Sa) := min d(f, g | Sa), d(f, g ⊕ 1 | Sa ) .



(7)



Let us define the jth distance between the vectors (functions) f and g as 



∆(j) (f, g) =



∆(f, g | Sa).



(8)



a∈{0,1}m−j



The following statement is evident from (5)–(8). Lemma 1. For any linear function c = c1 x1 + . . . + cm xm + c0 and for any prefix c(j) = c1 x1 + . . . + cj xj , we have d(y, c) ≥ ∆(j) (y, c(j) ). We also mention another simple result, which will prove to be useful. Lemma 2. Any linear function c = c1 x1 + . . . + cm xm + c0 such that d(c, y) < d satisfies the relation ∆(m) (c(m) , y) = min {d(c(m) ⊕ γ, y)} = d(c, y); (9) γ∈{0,1}



the value of γ at which expression (9) achieves its minimum equals c0 . We say that a prefix c(j) = c1 x1 + . . . + cj xj satisfies the sum criterion if ∆(j) (y, c(j) ) ≤ (1 − ε)d.



(10)



In accordance with this criterion, define the list  (j) = {c(j) = c1 x1 + . . . + cj xj : ∆(j) (c(j) , y) ≤ (1 − ε)d}. L ε;m PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
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It follows from Lemma 1 that



 (j) L(j) ε;m ⊆ Lε;m .



(12)



 ε;m is also restricted by the Johnson bound. The following lemma shows that the size of the list L (j)



Lemma 3. For any vector y and all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we have  (j) | ≤ min{ε−2 , 2j }. |L ε;m



(13)



 ε;m . For any face Sa, Proof. Let f = f1 x1 + . . . + fj xj be an arbitrary element of the list L we choose between the two vectors f or f ⊕ 1, picking the one which is closer to y, and define the corresponding Boolean vector (function) fmin . Obviously, the sum criterion is equivalent to the condition d(fmin , y) ≤ (1 − ε)d. (j)



It can readily be verified that for any two different prefixes, we have d(fmin , gmin ) = d.



(14)



Indeed, the restrictions of these prefixes onto any face Sa are f + αa and g + βa for some values αa, βa ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, these two restrictions form different words of the code RM (1, j) of length 2j . Thus, the distance between these prefixes on each of the 2m−j different faces is 2j−1 ; therefore, their total distance equals 2m−1 = d, which proves (14). Now we only need to apply the  (j) Johnson bound (1) by considering all vectors fmin , where f ∈ L ε;m , as a new (equidistant) code of (j) −2  distance d = n/2. Then it is easy to verify that |Lε;m | ≤ ε .  The Sum-Criterion Algorithm (SC-Algorithm) The proposed algorithm of list decoding is executed by consecutive calculation of the lists of (j) “suspicious” prefixes using the sum criterion (SC-algorithm). Namely, given in Step j a list Lε;m (y) such that (j)  (j) L(j) (15) ε;m (y) ⊆ Lε;m (y) ⊆ Lε;m (y), in Step j +1 the algorithm processes all possible extensions c(j) (x1 , . . . , xj )+cj+1 xj+1 of the preced(j) ing prefixes, where c(j) ∈ Lε;m(y), cj+1 ∈ {0, 1}. Among these extended prefixes, the SC-algorithm leaves only those that satisfy the sum criterion (10). The latter prefixes in turn form a new list (j+1) (j)  (j) Lε;m (y), which satisfies relationship (15) for j := j +1. According to Lemma 2, Lε;m(y) = L ε;m (y) (m) (m) in the last step (Step m); therefore, the list Lε;m (y) coincides with the list Lε;m (y). Also, the parameter γ at which (9) achieves its minimum gives the value of the constant term in the corresponding linear Boolean function. 3. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS Now we turn to the complexity analysis of the SC-algorithm. We will estimate this complexity by counting the number of elementary binary operations (instead of operations with integers or real numbers). To reduce the complexity of the algorithm, we will make use of its recursive structure and employ the results of the previous step while recalculating the distances ∆(c(j) , y | Sa). We will employ two simple subroutines, namely, one for summation and the other for comparison (less/greater) of any two i-digit binary natural numbers. Each subroutine requires at most Ci binary operations, and we use the notation Cadd and Ccomp for the corresponding constants. We also need to sum 2k i-digit numbers. This procedure will be done recursively, by first finding the 2k−1 pairwise PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
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sums of i-digit numbers, then by pairwise summation of 2k−1 (i + 1)-digit sums obtained in the previous step, and so on. The complexity of this procedure is at most k 







Cadd (i + ! − 1)2



k−



k



= Cadd 2



=1



k 



−



(i − 1)2



=1



+



k 



−



!2



< Cadd (i + 1)2k .



=1



We now turn to the direct analysis of Step j + 1 of our algorithm, where j = 1, . . . , m − 1. The (j) input of this step consists of the list Lε;m (y) obtained in the previous step. In addition, we supple(j) ment each element c(j) ∈ Lε;m(y) of this list with an ordered string (vector) of 2m−j coupled values (j) of ∆(y, c | Sb) and cb, where cb is the value of γ that yields the minimum min {d(y, c(j) ⊕γ | Sb)}. (j) Lε;m (y),



For each prefix ∈ we then consider both of its extensions where cj+1 equals either 0 or 1. To calculate ∆(y, c(j+1) | Sa), we represent a (j + 1)-dimensional face c(j)



γ∈{0,1} c(j+1) =



c(j) + cj+1 xj+1 ,



Sa = {(x1 , . . . , xj+1 , a1 , . . . , am−j−1 )} as the union of two j-dimensional faces S0,a = {(x1 , . . . , xj , 0, a1 , . . . , am−j−1 )},



S1,a = {(x1 , . . . , xj , 1, a1 , . . . , am−j−1 )}.



Then it is obvious that the value of ca = γ that yields the minimum min {d(y, c(j+1) ⊕ γ | Sa)}, is γ∈{0,1}



related to the previous values of γ, which equal c0,a and c1,a for the faces S0,a and S1,a, respectively. Indeed, if cj+1 = 0 (in which case the prefix c(j) coincides with its continuation c(j+1) ) and c0,a = c1,a, then this setting is particularly simple since it is obvious that ca = c0,a, ∆(y, c(j+1) | Sa) = ∆(y, c(j) | S0,a) + ∆(y, c(j) | S1,a).



(16)



If cj+1 = 0 but c0,a = c1,a, then we first find the value ν ∈ {0, 1} that yields the minimum min ∆(y, c(j) | Si,a) and assume that



i=0,1



ca = cν,a, (j+1)



∆(y, c



| Sa) = ∆(y, c



(j)



| Sν,a) + (2j − ∆(y, c(j) | Sν⊕1,a)).



(17)



Next, consider the case cj+1 = 1. If c0,a = c1,a, then ca = c0,a, ∆(y, c(j+1) | Sa) = ∆(y, c(j) | S0,a) + ∆(y, c(j) | S1,a).



(18)



If c0,a = c1,a, then we assume that ca = c0,a ⊕ ν, (j+1)



∆(y, c



| Sa) = ∆(y, c(j) | Sν,a) + (2j − ∆(y, c(j) | Sν⊕1,a)),



(19)



where ν ∈ {0, 1}, as above, is the value of i that yields the minimum min ∆(y, c(j) | Si,a). i=0,1



It is clear that the computational complexity for each pair of quantities ∆(j+1) (y, c(j+1) | Sa) and ca,0 is defined by summation of two i-digit positive integers and comparison of two numbers of length i or less. Therefore, this part of our computations requires at most (Cadd + Ccomp )j2m−j binary operations for each prefix c(j+1) . PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
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To complete Step j + 1 of the algorithm, we only need to calculate 



∆(j+1) (y, c(j+1) ) =



∆(y, c(j+1) | Sa)



a∈{0,1}m−j−1



and leave the prefixes c(j+1) that satisfy the sum criterion (10). In turn, this requires at most Cadd (j + 1)2m−j + Ccomp m binary operations for each prefix c(j+1) . Since (j + 1)2m−j > m for j = 1, . . . , m, we can upper bound this number of operations by (Cadd + Ccomp )(j + 1)2m−j . Thus, the total number of binary operations needed in Step j + 1 for each suspicious prefix, can be upper + 1)2m−j , where C



= 2(Cadd + Ccomp ). We only need to note that the first step bounded as C(j of the algorithm can be completed either directly, in accordance with the definitions, or using the (0) above routine by setting Lε;m(y) = {0}, ∆(y, 0 | Sb ) = 0, cb = yb, and b ∈ {0, 1}m . In either case, this step has complexity O(n). (m)



(m)



The final result, which is the output of Step m, includes the list Lε;m (y) = Lε;m (y), each element (m) (m) c ∈ Lε;m (y) of which is supplemented with the corresponding value of the constant term c0 = c∅ (m) and the distance d(y, c(m) (x1 , . . . , xm ) + c0 ) = ∆(m) (y, c(m) ) to the received vector y. Using the fact that the number of prefixes considered in each step does not exceed 2ε−2 (see (13)), we see that the algorithm has complexity at most 2ε−2 C 



m  



−2 2m . j2m−(j−1) < 8Cε



j=1



However, this estimate is too loose in the first steps of the algorithm, since the number of all possible prefixes considered in Step j does not exceed 2j . Let J = log2 ε−2 . It follows from (13) that for J ≤ m (in which case ε ≥ n−1/2 ), the algorithm has complexity at most  



C2



m



J  j=1



−(j−1) j



j2



−2



2 + 2ε



m  j=J+1



−(j−1)



j2



 



m J(J + 1) + 4(J + 2)2−J ε−2 < C2







m (J + 3)2 , < C2



(20)



which has the order (in binary operations) of O(n ln2 (1/ε)). If J > m, then (20) does not include



m m(m + 1). Combining these the second sum, and the complexity of the algorithm is at most C2 two estimates, we finally obtain the complexity 







O n log2 (min{ε−2 , n}) , which completes the proof of the main result of this paper. Theorem. For any ε > 0, the sum-criterion algorithm is a list decoding algorithm for the firstorder Reed–Muller codes, with complexity O(n log2 (min{ε−2 , n})) and decoding radius T = (1 − ε)d. Remark. The first J steps of the proposed algorithm can be replaced with the Green algorithm by applying the latter to all 2m−J J-dimensional faces Sa. The Green algorithm outputs the values of d(y, c(J) | Sa) and d(y, c(J) ⊕ 1 | Sa ) for all c(J) ∈ RM (1, J), which in turn give the values of ∆(y, c(J) | Sa) and ca that can be further employed in Step J + 1 of our algorithm. The complexity of the Green algorithm has the same order O(J 2 2J ) × 2m−J as the complexity of the first J steps of our algorithm. In fact, in the first steps, our algorithm performs similarly to the Green algorithm but, in addition, filters out some superfluous prefixes using the sum criterion, which insignificantly changes the overall complexity of these steps, as is stated above. However, in the following steps, this filtering plays a key role in obtaining the low complexity order for the entire algorithm. PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
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4. TIGHTNESS OF THE JOHNSON BOUND FOR THE FIRST-ORDER REED–MULLER CODES Obviously, the Johnson bound (3) and its generalization (13) obtained for the intermediate lists of the SC-algorithm represent one of the key steps in deriving the complexity of the SC-algorithm. Therefore, an improvement of these estimates could presumably reduce the complexity of the algorithm. Below, we prove that such an improvement is impossible. Let L∗ε;m = max |Lε;m (y)| be the maximum possible list size for the first-order Reed–Muller y



codes (therefore, this size represents the worst case for the overall decoding complexity). Example. Let the received vector y be a bent function f (x1 , . . . , xm ), which is a Boolean function that has maximum distance from the space of affine functions, namely, the distance of (2m −2m/2 )/2. Recall that bent functions exist for any even m and that each bent function has exactly n = 2m affine Boolean functions (which are the words of the first-order Reed–Muller codes) at distance √ (n − n)/2 (see [1]). Thus, for ε = n−1/2 , the list has size n in this case, which coincides with the corresponding value of the Johnson bound (3), so that L∗2−m/2 ;m = n for even m. Note that this example yields another definition of bent functions. Namely, let us consider the covering radius ρ of code C and say that b is a maximal vector if the code list located within distance ρ from b has the maximum possible size. We also call b strictly maximal if, in addition, √ the list size meets the Johnson bound. Since ρ = (n − n)/2 for a code RM (1, m) with even m, the above example shows that bent functions are the (strictly) maximal vectors for codes RM (1, m) with even m. As P. Charpin [9] has kindly pointed out to the authors, the converse statement also holds true, so that any maximal vector is a bent function for any code RM (1, m) with even m. By considering bent functions of fewer Boolean variables, we obtain the following result. Proposition 2. For any ε ∈ (0, 1), we have min{(2ε)−2 , 2m−1 } ≤ L∗ε;m ≤ min{ε−2 , 2m }.



(21)



Proof. Let ε = 2−i , where 2i ≤ m, and let the received vector be y = f (x1 , . . . , xm ) = ϕ(x1 , . . . , x2i ), where ϕ is a bent function of 2i variables. Above, we have pointed out that√there exist n = 22i affine Boolean functions λ1 , . . . , λn of 2i variables x1 , . . . , x2i at distance (n − √n )/2 to y. Then n affine Boolean functions !j (x1 , . . . , xn ) = λj (x1 , . . . , x2i ) are at distance (n − n )/2 to y on each 2i-dimensional face Sa = {(x1 , . . . , x2i , a1 , . . . , a√m−2i )}; therefore, the total Hamming distance between y and any of these functions is 2m−2i (n − n )/2 = n(1 − ε)/2. Since there exist n = ε−2 such functions, the Johnson bound is met in this case, and therefore the equality L∗ε;m = ε−2



(22)



holds for ε = 2−i and 2i ≤ m. Taking into account that the maximum possible list size is a nondecreasing function of the decoding radius and that L∗ε;m ≥ L∗ε ;m for ε ≤ ε , we see that for ε ≥ 2−m/2 we have L∗ε;m ≥ (2ε)−2 (23) and for ε < 2−m/2 , L∗ε;m ≥ 22m/2 ≥ n/2.  5. CONCLUSION The list decoding algorithm designed above for the first-order Reed–Muller codes has complexity that is linear in n, and it is clear that any error-free list decoding algorithm—which outputs the exact code list—cannot have a smaller complexity. Indeed, even the bounded distance decoding PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
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algorithm has to inspect at least d/2 positions, which implies that RM (1, m) has the decoding complexity of at least n/4. Above, we have already mentioned that it is an important problem to determine tightness of the Johnson bound for Reed–Muller codes. Implicitly, this problem was raised in [8], but there it was only proved that the Johnson bound is asymptotically tight for random linear codes. Proposition 2 shows that the Johnson bound gives the correct order of the list size for the first-order Reed–Muller codes; however, it is still an open question whether a similar statement holds for the Reed–Muller codes of an arbitrary fixed order. Namely, for a Reed–Muller code RM (s, m) of order s, the Johnson bound states that 1 |LT ;RM (s,m) (y)| ≤ s , 2 ε(1 − Js + ε/2) √ where T = n(Js − ε) and Js = 2−1 (1 − 1 − 2−s+1 ) (Tcrit = nJs reduces the denominator of the Johnson bound (1) to zero). In particular, for s > 1 and any ε = const > 0, the list size |LT ;RM (s,m) (y)| is bounded from above by O(1/ε) regardless of the block length. We conjecture that the converse also holds true and that the maximum list size grows at least linearly in the block length for T ≥ Tcrit . For Reed–Muller codes of an arbitrary fixed order s > 1, the authors have also designed [10] a list decoding algorithm that has complexity λs ε−2 mn + µs ms−1 n, where λs and µs are constants that depend only on s (but not on the block length). It is still an open problem to extend the results of the present paper to the general case. In conclusion, the authors thank P. Charpin and L.A. Bassalygo for helpful discussions. REFERENCES 1. MacWilliams, F.J. and Sloane, N.J.A., The Theory of Error-Correcting Codes, Amsterdam: NorthHolland, 1977. Translated under the title Teoriya kodov, ispravlyayushchikh oshibki, Moscow: Svyaz’, 1979. 2. Litsyn, S. and Shekhovtsov, O., Fast Decoding Algorithms for First-Order Reed–Muller Codes, Probl. Peredachi Inf., 1983, vol. 19, no. 2, pp. 3–7 [Probl. Inf. Trans. (Engl. Transl.), 1983, vol. 19, no. 2, pp. 87–91]. 3. Pellikaan, R. and Wu, X-W., List Decoding of q-ary Reed–Muller Codes, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, 2004, vol. 50, no. 3, pp. 679–682. 4. Kabatiansky, G. and Tavernier, C., List Decoding of Reed–Muller Codes, in Proc. 9th Int. Workshop on Algebraic and Combinatorial Coding Theory, Kranevo, Bulgaria, 2004, pp. 230–235. 5. Goldreich, O. and Levin, L.A., A Hard-Core Predicate for All One-Way Functions, in Proc. 21st ACM Symp. on Theory of Computing, Seattle, USA, 1989, pp. 25–32. 6. Elias, P., List Decoding for Noisy Channels, 1957 IRE Wescon Convention Record, Part 2, 1957, pp. 94–104. 7. Bassalygo, L.A., New Upper Bounds for Error Correcting Codes, Probl. Peredachi Inf., 1965, vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 41–44 [Probl. Inf. Trans. (Engl. Transl.), 1965, vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 32–35]. 8. Goldreich, O., Rubinfeld, R., and Sudan, M., Learning Polynomials with Queries: The Highly Noisy Case, SIAM J. Discrete Math., 2000, vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 535–570. 9. Charpin, P., private communication, 2006. 10. Dumer, I., Kabatiansky, G., and Tavernier, C., List Decoding of Reed–Muller Codes up to the Johnson Bound with Almost Linear Complexity, in Proc. IEEE Int. Symp. on Information Theory, Seattle, USA, 2006, pp. 138–142.
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